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Domain-specific keyword extraction is a vital task in the field of text mining. There are various research

tasks, such as spam e-mail classification, abusive language detection, sentiment analysis, and emotion min-

ing, where a set of domain-specific keywords (aka lexicon) is highly effective. Existing works for keyword

extraction list all keywords rather than domain-specific keywords from a document corpus. Moreover, most

of the existing approaches perform well on formal document corpuses but fail on noisy and informal user-

generated content in online social media. In this article, we present a hybrid approach by jointly modeling

the local and global contextual semantics of words, utilizing the strength of distributional word representa-

tion and contrasting-domain corpus for domain-specific keyword extraction. Starting with a seed set of a

few domain-specific keywords, we model the text corpus as a weighted word-graph. In this graph, the initial

weight of a node (word) represents its semantic association with the target domain calculated as a linear com-

bination of three semantic association metrics, and the weight of an edge connecting a pair of nodes represents

the co-occurrence count of the respective words. Thereafter, a modified PageRank method is applied to the

word-graph to identify the most relevant words for expanding the initial set of domain-specific keywords.

We evaluate our method over both formal and informal text corpuses (comprising six datasets), and show

that it performs significantly better in comparison to state-of-the-art methods. Furthermore, we generalize

our approach to handle the language-agnostic case, and show that it outperforms existing language-agnostic

approaches.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the real-world, people can be grouped into different communities based on their profession,
interests, geographic region, ethnicity, and so on. Each group typically has its preferred or
domain-specific lexicon, including jargon and slang, that is normally used in its routine discourse.
For example, computer scientists employ many computing technology-related terms, such as
algorithm, artificial intelligence, machine learning, cloud computing, GPUs, and so on. Besides
representing routine discourse, domain-specific keywords can also be used to model the person-
ality, attitude, or behavior of a person based on his/her language content. Automatic keyword
extraction from user-generated content plays a vital role in the deep understanding of a domain
of discourse and personality traits. With the popularity of online social media, a huge amount
of data is generated every moment, which is being exploited for information and knowledge
acquisition in the form of topic modeling [9], text summarization [2], event detection [1], and
ontology creation [12]. Besides these, keyword (keyphrase) extraction is another fundamental
task for data and knowledge acquisition from textual data [62].

1.1 Keyword Extraction Methods and Their Limitations

Keyword extraction is an important task where relevant words from a text corpus are extracted
describing the subjects within the (possibly domain-specific) corpus. There are several approaches
for keyword extraction for text classification and summarization, opinion mining and sentiment
analysis, and various other text information processing tasks [2, 31, 43, 51]. However, it is still
an open problem, and researchers continue to devise efficient methods for effective keyword
extraction [4]. Most of the existing approaches for keyword extraction are graph-based, modeling
an initial set of candidate words as a graph [31, 43]. Furthermore, the existing literature presents
approaches for keyword extraction from formal document corpuses spanning research and
news articles. However, with the growth of social media and blogging sites, researchers are now
evaluating methods to extract keywords from online social networks (OSNs) [6, 8]. Keyword
extraction from OSN data is complicated and challenging due to the presence of noise, inconsis-
tency, slang, and casual writing style. Most approaches for keywords extraction suffer from two
basic limitations [68]. The first limitation is that they are generally domain and dataset dependent,
and perform poorly on informal and noisy texts from OSNs. The second limitation is that most
existing approaches overlook the contextual semantics, and generally rely on simple statistical
measures, such as frequency count, co-occurrence count, and measures like term-frequency

inverse document frequency (tf-idf). As a result, keyword extraction approaches generally
extract all the keywords from a document corpus irrespective of the domain. For example, if
a corpus consists of tweets related to topics like hate, finance, and politics, and we have some
hate-related seed words and want to extract more hate-related keywords from the corpus then
we need an approach that can extract only hate-centric keywords.

1.2 Why Domain-Specific? Background and Motivation

Whereas existing state-of-the-art keyword extraction approaches like [8, 31, 43] identify statisti-
cally important words from a dataset, they ignore the domain semantics. As a result, a keyword set
created using these approaches contains all the important words independent of the conceptualiz-
ing domain. On the other hand, a domain-specific keyword set is different from a simple keyword
set because it contains only the words most related to a particular domain of interest. For exam-
ple, when we use an initial lexicon of three hate-related seed words (nigga, fuck, and bitch), our
domain-specific approach extracts a number of other hate-related words like idiot, hell, ass, dis-

gusting, and so on that are associated closely with hate. However, if we use a domain-independent
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approach, the resulting keywords are diverse and do not particularly relate to hate, as we detail in
Section 4.4.4.

A domain-specific keyword set is also called a lexicon for that domain. Henceforth, we
use domain-specific keyword set and lexicon interchangeably. Researchers have extensively used
lexicon-based approaches in various text information processing tasks, such as text classification
and summarization, hate language monitoring, and e-mail spam classification [3, 14, 56]. As a
result, there are well-established benchmark lexicons related to different domains. For example,
Hatebase1 is a multilingual lexicon containing hate words related to religion, ethnicity, race, gen-
der, and sexual discrimination, which is used in classification systems for offensive language de-
tection, and gender prediction. Likewise, SocialSent2 is a lexicon containing words related to dif-
ferent categories of sentiments, which is used in sentiment analysis systems. However, most of
the existing lexicons are manually curated through crowd-annotation [46, 57], which has three
main limitations: (i) it is time-consuming and expensive, (ii) accuracy of such a corpus depends on
domain knowledge and suffers from human biases, and (iii) it is not incremental because every lex-
icon expansion requires another round of manual annotation. Although there are some standard
domain-specific lexicons, they are not sufficient to cover every domain of interest. For example,
if one needs the keyword set of radical/extremist words used in the South Asian region for moni-
toring or classification of extremist content, then there is no such lexicon. Nevertheless, we may
initially start with a few radical keywords, such as kashmirfreedom, gazwaehind, and khalistan, and
then use our domain-specific keyword extraction technique to discover other relevant keywords
relating to extremism in South Asia, as we demonstrate in Section 4.

Domain-specific keyword extraction approaches mostly use the concept of contrasting corpora
and graph-based modeling [37, 49, 55]. Contrasting corpora-based approaches like [37, 49] are
based on global statistics like frequency counts and inverse document frequency counts, which
ignore the local contextual semantics-based similarity between the words. On the other hand,
graph-based keyword extraction approaches initially construct a graph using a set of candidate
keywords, wherein nodes and edges are assigned weights using some statistical metrics. The node
and edge weights show the relative importance and inter-node relationship, respectively. In the
existing literature, authors have introduced various metrics based on statistical and structural in-
formation for node and edge weight assignment, as shown in Table 1. The existing metrics for
node weight assignment do not consider the contextual semantics of the underlying word within
a domain. To this end, we introduce three metrics to find the contextual inclination of nodes with
an initial lexicon of seed words, representing the conceptualizing domain. Although the work in
[55] utilizes an initial set of seed words to bias the modeling of candidate words for extracting
domain-specific lexical units, it does not incorporate the contextual semantics of the words or
the strength of the graph-based modeling used in our approach. To the best of our knowledge,
no work utilizes the strength of both global contextual semantics (based on contrasting domain
corpora) and local contextual semantics (obtained through word representations and conditional
probabilities) for lexicon generation, as done in our proposed approach.

Our Contributions

In this article, we present a hybrid approach called DSKE (for Domain-Specific Keyword
Extraction) that extracts contextually similar terms from a text corpus, starting from an initial
set of domain-specific seed words. The main contributions of our work are as follows:

1https://hatebase.org/.
2https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/socialsent/.
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— We jointly model the local (obtained through the distributional representation of words and
co-occurrence-based contextual probability) and global contexts (based on word probability
in contrasting-domain corpora) for domain-specific keyword extraction.

— We utilize an initial set of seed words to bias the modeling of candidate words for the extrac-
tion of domain-specific lexical units.

— Unlike existing approaches, which are evaluated on scientific documents rather than online
social media texts, DSKE is evaluated over both formal and informal documents and outper-
forms existing methods on both types of datasets.

— We extend DSKE to the language-agnostic scenario. This extension, called LA-DSKE, out-
performs state-of-the-art language-agnostic approaches.

— We provide a concrete case study where we generate a lexicon of radical terms used by the
sympathizers of the khalistan and kashmir movements to incite users via an online social
discourse on Twitter. The generation of such a lexicon is important because most of the
extremist and insurgent activities in South Asia, especially in India, are related to these two
issues.3 A recent study reports that fake and inciting social media content is the major reason
for the violent mobilization and radicalization of youth in the conflict relating to the Indian
state of Jammu and Kashmir [60]. Beyond this specific case study, our approach can provide
valuable insights into other movements relating to political and social unrest, as well as
social justice.

For reproducibility, we have released both the code for our implementation as well as the
datasets at https://github.com/iammohdfazil/DSKE.

2 RELATED WORK

Domain-specific keyword extraction is closely related to keyword extraction. In keyword/
keyphrase extraction, relevant and important keywords are extracted from a text-corpus without
domain coherence, whereas domain-specific keywords extraction identifies relevant words from a
corpus that conceptualizes a specific domain of interest. Therefore, before presenting a review of
the literature on domain-specific keyword extraction, we present a brief review of the literature
on keyword extraction.

2.1 Keyword Extraction

Keyword extraction is a well-explored and fundamental problem in the field of information re-
trieval and knowledge discovery, and existing solutions follow four main approaches. The first
category includes statistical methods for keyword extraction using different variants of term fre-
quency [35] and word distribution [10, 29, 32, 69]. For example, Matsuo and Ishizuka [41] utilize
the frequent terms from a document to compute the word co-occurrence probabilities. Ercan and
Cicekli [21] present a lexical chain-based approach for keyword extraction, wherein they convert
documents into lexical chains to extract features. Wan et al. [62] present a single document-based
approach for keyphrase extraction utilizing the local information from the document and global
information from a set of similar documents, called neighboring documents. The researcher have
also presented a number of word association measures and utilized statistical significance analysis
such as t-test [16], z-test [19], and mutual information [17], to extract relevant keywords from a
text corpus.

The second category exploits machine learning methods for keyword extraction from large text
[25, 28, 58]. For example, [58] uses statistics-, structure-, and semantics-based features to train a

3https://www.orfonline.org/expert-speak/42391-cyber-jihad-biggest-challenge-kashmir/.
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gradient-boosted decision tree classifier to classify the keyphrases. In another approach, [28] uses
word-, orthographic-, stopword-, parse-tree, and title-based features. Furthermore, they augment the
features with three sets of expert features and train a conditional random field-based keyphrase
tagger to label keyphrases. To avoid the intensive task of feature engineering, Florescu and Jin [25]
model the document as a graph and exploit its structure to represent the documents as a numeric
vector. They further use the document vectors to train classifiers to segregate the keyphrases from
non-keyphrases.

The third category relies on deep learning for keyword and keyphrase extraction [5, 42, 67].
Meng et al. [42] present an RNN encoder-decoder framework for keyphrase prediction. In an-
other approach, Basaldella et al. [5] describe an RNN architecture based on bidirectional LSTM for
keyphrase extraction. Zhang and Xiao [67] presented a seq2seq model utilizing attention, copy,
and coverage mechanisms to retrieve keyphrases from a text corpus, which is also capable of gen-
erating keyphrases that are even not present in the corpus.

The fourth and most popular category for keyword extraction is graph-based [8, 23, 43]. Graph-
based keyword extraction approaches generally perform three steps: (i) identification of candidate
words, (ii) construction of a graph where nodes represent the words and edges represent the rela-
tionship among words, and finally (iii) ranking of nodes based on some graph-theoretic measure.
Furthermore, they can be grouped into two categories—supervised and unsupervised [30]. In their
seminal work, Mihalcea and Tarau [43] proposed TextRank for keywords extraction by modeling
a text document as a word co-occurrence graph, and then applying the PageRank algorithm [47]
to rank and select the relevant keywords. Following this work, researchers have devoted efforts
in developing more efficient graph-based methods for keyword extraction. Wan and Xiao [62] ex-
tended TextRank to ExpandRank—they first find a set of documents (neighbor documents) similar
to the target document using cosine similarity and model the final set of documents as a word co-
occurrence graph. Finally, PageRank is applied to the graph to assign a relevance score to words
for keyword extraction. Litvak et al. [39] proposed DegExt, a degree distribution-based method
for keyword extraction. Florescu and Caragea [23] presented PositionRank, a word position-
based approach to assign weights to the candidate words, which are further modeled as a word
co-occurrence graph and PageRank is applied to select the relevant keywords. Biswas et al. [8]
modeled the corpus words as a graph and defined various graph-based metrics to assign weights
to words before applying PageRank. Most existing methods extract keywords from a single docu-
ment using local structural information ignoring the global information of the corpus.

Recent graph-based methods use the semantic similarity between words based on distributional
word representations or word embeddings in graph-based approaches. For example, [63] models a
corpus as a word-word graph and presents an embedding-based metric, attraction score, to assign
weights to edges. Furthermore, they apply PageRank to the graph to rank the words for keywords
selection. Papagiannopoulou and Tsoumakas [48] presented the reference vector algorithm to ex-
tract keywords from scientific repositories. The algorithm first calculates a reference vector for
each document based on the average word vectors of lexical units of title and abstract. The weight
of a candidate word is the similarity between that word and the reference vector of the underlying
document. Finally, PageRank is applied to rank the words for keywords extraction. Mahata et al.
[40] use phrase embeddings to extract keyphrases from scientific documents. Zhang et al. [68]
use embedding-based semantic similarity, but rather than presenting an approach they evaluate
its efficacy on already existing term extraction methods. Zhang et al. [65] model a text corpus
as a heterogeneous text graph embedding model incorporating word-word, word-topic, and topic-
topic graphs. Furthermore, they learn the embeddings from the heterogeneous graphs and use it to
rank the candidate words. Although these methods use word embeddings for keyword/keyphrase
extraction, they are not designed for domain-specific keyword extraction. Furthermore, all the
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Table 1. Node and Edge Weight Measures Used in Existing Graph-Based Approaches

Approach Node weight Edge weight OSN dataset

TextRank [43] 1 Edge is created if the words co-occur within a fixed
window (2 to 10). The edge weight is equal to the co-
occurrence count within the specified window.

No

ExpandRank [62] 1 Edge is created if the words co-occur within a fixed
window (2 to 20). The edge weight is calculated as fol-
lows: E (wi ,w j ) =

∑
dp ∈D sim(d0,dp )×countdp

(wi ,w j )

No

DegExt [39] No weight Edge is created if two words are adjacent. The edges
are labelled with the IDs of sentences containing the
words.

No

Corpus-Independent [63] 1 Edge is created between two words if they co-occur
within a sentence. The edge weight is calculated as

follows: E (wi ,w j ) = dice (wi ,w j ) ×
(

f (wi )+f (w j )
d

)
No

Sanra and Bhatia [55] No weight Edge between every pair of words is created based
on conditional probability and pruned based on chi-
square test.

Yes

PositionRank [23] Inverse of the sum of all
positions of a word occur-
rence in the document

Edge is created based on word co-occurrence within
a fixed window (2 to 10) and weight equals the co-
occurrence count within the underlying window.

No

CNW [8] Node weight is sum of dis-
tance from central word,
selectivity centrality, im-
portance of neighboring
words, word position, and
word frequency.

Edge between two words is created if they are ad-
jacent. The edge weight is calculated as follows:

E (wi ,w j ) =
f (wi ,w j )

f (wi )+f (w j )−f (wi ,w j )

Yes

Key2Vec [40] Phrase weight is equal to
its cosine distance with the
theme vector of that docu-
ment.

An edge between two phrases is created if they co-
occur within a window of 5 words. The edge weight

is calculated as follows: E (pi ,pj ) =
(

1
1−cos (pi ,pj )

)
×

PMI (pi ,pj )

No

NamedKeys [27] Word/phrase weight is the
average of its similarity to
the document vector and
phrase quality.

Two words/phrases are connected if they co-occur in
a sentence. The edges weight is assigned 1.

No

discussed approaches have been evaluated only over scientific documents rather than social me-
dia content.

In Table 1, we summarize the strategies used by various state-of-the-art graph-based approaches
for node and edge weight assignments. We also note whether an approach has been evaluated on
OSN datasets or not. We can observe that only two approaches have been evaluated over OSN
datasets—Sarna and Bhatia [55] neither used embeddings to bias the initial weight of nodes nor
incorporated any structural information in the keyword extraction process, and while CNW [8]
biases the initial word score using a set of structural measures; it neither uses a lexicon of seed
words to bias the initial weight nor uses local (through word embedding and co-occurrence) or
global (contrasting corpora) contextual semantics. Thus, none of the existing approaches have
been evaluated over both formal and informal datasets. Furthermore, except Sarna and Bhatia
[55], no approach uses seed words to assign the initial node/word weight.

2.2 Domain-Specific Keywords Extraction

Existing approaches for domain-specific automatic keyword extraction can be categorized as
(i) crowd-sourcing based approaches, (ii) contrasting-corpora based approaches, and (iii) graph-
based approaches.
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2.2.1 Crowd-Sourcing Based Approaches. The several existing methods for domain-specific lex-
icon generation are based on the manual curation of a set of words through crowd annotation. In
an early approach, Strapparava and Valitutti [59] constructed the WordNet-Affect lexicon which
consists of various categories of emotion representing terms. They developed the WordNet-Affect
in two layers, wherein the first layer generates the core part of the lexicon through manual cura-
tion of emotion-bearing terms from a dictionary. The core lexicon is further extended in the second
layer using various lexical and semantic relationships with the WordNetwords [45]. Similarly, Esuli
and Sebastiani [22] presented a semi-supervised approach for sentiment-related keyword extrac-
tion. It assigns three polarity scores—positive, negative, and objective to each word. Mohammad and
Turney [46] used Amazon Mechanical Turk4 to create a lexicon of 10, 170 emotion-bearing words
along with their polarity. Additionally, each word is associated with eight different categories of
emotions. Similarly, Staiano and Guerini [57] crawled a reader annotated dataset of news corpus
from a news portal5 and applied term-frequency and tf-idf to find the emotion score of a word.

2.2.2 Contrasting-Corpora Based Approaches. Determining which keyword is relevant to a par-
ticular domain of interest is not a trivial task. Apart from the domain of interest, information from
other domains also plays an important role. For example, several approaches calculate a term’s
relevance based on its distribution in the corpora of other domains, and present variants of tf-idf
to observe the relevance of a term in a corpus of a particular domain [18, 34, 52] relative to the
contrasting domain. In an early approach, Chung [15] exploited the idea of contrasting corpora
to retrieve the keywords relevant to a particular domain. Park et al. [49] presented the domain

specificity index to observe the relevance of a term within a domain-specific corpus relative to
the contrasting corpus. They define the domain specificity as the ratio of occurrence probability
of a term t in a domain-specific corpus cd to the occurrence probability of t in a generic corpus
cд . The basic idea behind the index is that a term specific to a domain will occur more frequently
in the domain-specific corpus rather than in a generic corpus. Kit and Liu [37] proposed the ter-

mhood index based on the ranking of terms in a domain-specific corpus against their ranking in
contrasting (general) corpus. Based on the idea of tf-idf, Kim et al. [36] proposed another index to
calculate the relevance of a term specific to a domain by considering the set of all the documents of
a corpus as a single document, but this method can be inefficient (Witten et al. [64]). Bordea et al.
[11] presented a point-wise mutual information-based domain coherence index, which is based on
domain modeling of the corpus to find the term relevance.

2.2.3 Graph-Based Approaches. In terms of graph-based domain-specific keyword extraction,
existing literature has two major limitations. First, to the best of our knowledge, all existing ap-
proaches except [55] are for general keyword/keyphrase extraction rather than domain-specific
keyword extraction. Sarna and Bhatia [55] present a chi-square based probabilistic approach for
domain-specific keyword extraction, but they do not incorporate the contextual semantics-based
similarity of seed words with the corpus words. Second, using word embeddings to integrate mul-
tiple kinds of useful information into the graph-based random-walk model for domain-specific
keywords extraction is not studied in the existing literature. On the other hand, our DSKE ap-
proach uses an initial lexicon of seed terms to compute the semantic relatedness score of corpus
words with the seed words that will ultimately bias the relevance score of corpus words while
recalculating the score using personalized PageRank depending on their vicinity with the tar-
get domain. Secondly, no existing approach combines the strengths of contrasting-corpora and

4https://www.mturk.com/.
5https://www.rappler.com/.
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graph-based approaches, incorporating local and global semantic-coherence property for expan-
sion of the initial lexicon of seed words using domain-specific keyword extraction.

3 DSKE APPROACH: DOMAIN-SPECIFIC KEYWORD EXTRACTION

We now present details of DSKE, our state-of-the-art method for domain-specific keyword extrac-
tion. The input to DSKE consists of (i) a corpus of tweetsD = {t1, t2, . . . , tn } (in our case a document
is equivalent to a tweet) from which candidate words are extracted, and (ii) an initial lexicon L
of (a few) seed words (such as nigga, bitch, free, idiot) that will be used to generate an expanded
lexicon. We will present DSKE in the context of online social media in form of tweets, but the
approach can also be applied to longer or more formal textual documents. The DSKE approach
for lexicon generation consists of three main steps: (i) candidate word extraction, (ii) contextual

semantics-aware graph construction, and (iii) finally word ranking and lexicon generation, which
are further described in detail in the following sub-sections. Table 2 presents a list of symbols used
in this article along with their brief descriptions.

3.1 Candidate Word Extraction

The first step is the extraction of an initial set of candidate words from the text-corpusD, which will
be further processed through graph modeling for lexicon generation. The selection of candidate
words from the corpus is based on their probabilistic relevance of being keywords. This is an
important step because the final words for lexicon generation are selected from the initial set of
candidate words. Therefore, the quality of candidate words has a defining effect on the overall
performance of the approach. The candidate word extraction process consists of the following
steps.

3.1.1 Noise Filteration. OSNs are conversational platforms where users use very informal and
noisy language, rather than the formal writing style used in documents and news corpora. As a
result, user-generated content on social media consists of special symbols including URLs, which
are not content-bearing words relevant for lexicon generation. We perform extensive preprocess-
ing to filter unnecessary and non-content bearing words from the corpus. In Twitter, retweets are
prefixed with “RT”, and users are tagged using “@” symbol, which are both filtered out. We also
filter the URLs and hashtag symbol “#” as they do not contain keyword-relevant information. Ad-
ditionally, we filter all the special symbols and numeric characters and convert the tweets to lower
case to avoid any ambiguity.

3.1.2 POS Tagging and Word Selection. The noise-filtered tweets are passed through a part-of-

speech (POS) tagger to assign a label for each word in a tweet (we use the Spacy6 POS tagger). The
important lexical units, i.e., keywords, in user-generated content are generally noun and adjective

phrases [43, 61]. Therefore, we consider only the lemmatized form of the noun and adjective words
for candidate word extraction. The other POS tags related to pronoun, verb, and adverb generally
do not pertain to important keywords, and thus are filtered [6]. Finally, after removing duplicate
words we obtain a set of candidate words for the corpus.

3.2 Contextual Semantics-Aware Graph Construction

Graph-based approaches like [55] are generally based on word co-occurrence counts and other sim-
ple graph measures to assign initial node weights, ignoring both local and global domain-specific
contextual semantics between the words. However, a word in two different documents may have
different contextual interpretations depending on its surrounding words [54]. For example, the

6https://spacy.io/.
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Table 2. Symbols and Their Descriptions

Symbol Description

D Corpus of tweets

ti ith tweet of corpus D

L Initial lexicon of seed words

l ∈ L A seed word in the Initial lexicon

G = 〈W ,E〉 A graph with sets of nodes (words)W and edges E

N Number of nodes in graph G

w ∈W A node (word) ofW

S (w ) Embedding-based similarity of word w

ew Embedding representation of word w

P (w ) Co-occurrence-based contextual probability of a word w

D (w ) Domain relevance of a word w

cd Domain-specific corpus

cд General corpus

c (w ) Frequency count of w

c (l ,w ) Co-occurrence count of l and w

Nd Number of terms in domain-specific corpus cd

Nд Number of terms in generic corpus cд

tfd (w ) Frequency count of w in cd

tfд (w ) Fequency count of w in one of the corpus д ∈ cд

V (w ) Vertex score of word w

E (wi ,w j ) Edge-weight between a pair of words wi and w j

Bd Set of bigram keyphrases in cd

fb Frequency of a bigram keyphrase b ∈ Bd

T Set of trigram keyphrases

ft Frequency of a trigram keyphrase t ∈ T

word Jihad, when used in the context of the Kashmir movement will co-occur with words like
Pakistan, Kashmir, and fight, whereas when used in the global context, it will co-occur with a
different set of words like terrorism, hamas, sharia, as shown later in Figure 5 in Section 4.4.2.
Most state-of-the-art approaches for domain-specific keyword extraction do not incorporate the
contextual semantics of words as shown in Table 1; rather they simply use the co-occurrence of
words [37, 49, 55]. However, some approaches utilize the context while calculating either the word
score or edge score [48, 63], but existing approaches do not utilize word embeddings with other
contextual semantics-based measures to compute the association between the words and concep-
tualizing domain. DSKE introduces three metrics to incorporate both local and global contexts for
computing the initial vertex score between a set of seed words and corpus words, representing the
strength of their contextual association.

The aim of our work is to identify the set of words/phrases from the extracted set of candidate
words that are contextually associated and domain coherent with the seed words. We model the
extracted candidate words as a contextual word co-occurrence graph, where the initial vertex score
of each word represents the context-aware association between the word and the target domain,
and the edge weights represent the co-occurrence frequency between every pair of words within
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the tweets. We model the extracted set of candidate words as a word co-occurrence graph G =
〈W ,E〉, whereW is the set of nodes representing the candidate words and E ⊆ W ×W is the set
of edges connecting the nodes (words). An edge between a pair of nodes is created only if they
co-occur in the corpus in at least one document (i.e., in some tweet). The weight assigned to a
node (word) w ∈ W is the average of three local and global context-based association metrics:
(i) semantic similarity of w with the initial seed word set L, (ii) probability of occurrence of seed
words with w , and finally (iii) domain relevance of w with respect to a set of contrasting corpora.
We describe the details next.

3.2.1 Local-Context Based Vertex Relevance. The initial weight assignment to the nodes of the
word co-occurrence graph is an important step for domain-specific lexicon generation because it
represents the context-based semantic relatedness of a corpus word with the domain of seed set L.
The local context of a word/phrase/sentence is based on its surrounding words/phrases/sentences.
We use two local context-based similarity measures to compute the relevance score of lexical units
representing the vertices.

Embedding-Based Semantic Similarity: The distributional representation or embedding of a
word/concept/phrase is a numeric vector incorporating its contextual semantics in the corpus. The
vector representation of contents can be generated at different levels of granularity—word, phrase,
sentence, and paragraph [38]. We exploit distributional representations to find the contextual incli-
nation of words with the seed words, computing the dense vector-based cosine similarity between
them. The existing literature has many neural network-based methods to learn the vector repre-
sentation of words. Bengio et al. [7] presented a feed-forward neural network model that jointly
learns the word representation and statistical language model. Mikolov et al. [44] presented the
computationally efficient and widely used word2vec approach to train word embeddings from an
unlabeled corpus. They proposed two models: (i) a continuous bag of words (CBOW) model
and (ii) skip-gram model. We use the skip-gram model over the noise-filtered corpus to train a
word embedding model that maps each word of the corpus into the vector space of latent con-
cepts. Each dimension of the word embedding represents a latent concept based on co-occurrence
with other words in the context. We use the trained word-embedding vectors to measure the con-
textual semantics-based similarity between the lexicon of seed words and every candidate word
w ∈ W of the graph. The embedding-based similarity S (w ) of each word w is the average of the
cosine similarity of w with each seed word l ∈ L given as

S (w ) =
1

|L|
∑
l ∈L

cos(ew , el ), (1)

where ew and el represent the embedding vectors of words w and l , respectively.

Co-Occurrence-Based Contextual Proximity: In DSKE, we use an initial lexicon of seed words
representing the conceptualizing domain. The frequent occurrence of a word with the seed words
reflects its contextual proximity with them. For example, the word jihad generally occurs with
terrorism-related words; however, in different corpuses it may occur with a different set of words
depending on the conflicting zone discussed in each corpus like Palestine, Kashmir, and Somalia.
To incorporate this contextual closeness, we define another metric, called co-occurrence-based
contextual proximity (P), to capture the co-occurrence of the word and seed words. We call it
local-context based proximity measure because it captures the context between words based on
their occurrence within a corpus rather than across the corpuses. For a wordw , it is defined as the
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average of the conditional probability of w with each seed word l ∈ L, given as

P (w ) =
1

|L|
∑
l ∈L

p (l |w ), (2)

p (l |w ) =
c (l ,w )

c (w )
, (3)

where p (l |w ) represents the conditional probability of l given w , c (l ,w ) represents the co-
occurrence count of l and w , and c (w ) represents the frequency count of w in the corpus.

3.2.2 Global-Context Based Vertex Relevance. Existing work uses the context of a word based
on its surrounding words in the input corpus, but ignores its context relative to other corpora.
To observe the context of words across corpora, we define a global context-based metric called
domain relevance, which is a generalization of domain specificity [49].

Domain Relevance: As discussed earlier, a word may occur with different set of contextual words
in different corpuses depending on the conceptualizing domain. This contextual information across
corpora is not captured in the local context-based metrics. The existing literature has approaches
that contrast a domain-specific corpus against a generic corpus or corpora to determine a word’s
relevance but does not incorporate local contextual semantics. As a result, they do not perform
well in isolation on informal and noisy datasets [37, 49]. Therefore, we utilize the contrasting
corpora-based domain relevance of words along with embedding-based semantic similarity and co-
occurrence based proximity to observe their semantic proximity with the domain of L. In DSKE,
the domain relevance D of a word w is defined as the ratio of the occurrence probability of w in
the domain-specific corpus to the average of its occurrence probability over the general corpora.
If the domain-specific corpus is cd and general corpora cд , then the domain relevance D (w ) of w
is defined as

D (w ) =
pd (w )

pд (w )
=

tfd (w )/Nd

1
|cd |
∑

д∈cд
tfд (w )/Nд

, (4)

where Pd (w ) represents the occurrence probability of w in domain-specific corpus cd , Pд (w ) rep-
resents the average of the occurrence probability ofw in contrasting corpora cд , Nd represents the
number of terms in cd , Nд represents the number of terms in one of the generic corpus д of cд ,
tfd (w ) represents the frequency count of w in cd , and tfд (w ) represents the frequency count of w
in one of the corpus д ∈ cд .

Finally, the vertex score V (w ) of a word w , representing the contextual semantics-based simi-
larity of w with the seed words, is the average of the three contextual semantics-based similarity
metrics S (w ), D (w ) and P (w ), given as

V (w ) =
1

3
(S (w ) +D (w ) + P (w )), (5)

3.2.3 Edge Score. In addition to the vertex score, we also capture the contextual semantics-
aware association between every pair of vertices (wi ,w j ) ∈ G. Existing approaches have utilized
the co-occurrence count of two words over windows of different sizes to assign the edge weight
[8, 20, 43]. We define the edge-weight between a pair of words (wi ,w j ) as the number of tweets
in which they co-occur; we do not use window-based co-occurrence count because tweet-level
co-occurrence incorporates better context. The edge score E (wi ,w j ) is defined as

E (wi ,w j ) =
∑
t ∈D

It (wi ,w j ), (6)
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It (wi ,w j ) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

1 if wi ,w j ∈ t
0 otherwise

, (7)

where It (wi ,w j ) is an identity function which is one when both the words co-occur in a sentence,
otherwise zero.

Finally, we normalize the edge weights of G by dividing by Emax that represents the largest
weight among all the edges, given as

E (wi ,w j ) =
E (wi ,w j )

Emax
, (8)

3.3 Words Ranking and Lexicon Generation

Given the weighted graph G with node weights V (w ) and edge weights E (wi ,w j ), we apply
PageRank to rank the nodes. In DSKE, weights having higher contextual semantics-based simi-
larity with seed words are assigned higher weights emulating personalized PageRank [47] with
the non-uniform node distribution serving as a personalisation vector. The non-uniform distribu-
tion of weights biases the computation toward specific nodes in the recursive update procedure
allowing the nodes of the graph to spread their importance to other nodes depending on their
weights. This spread of a node score is also affected by the weights of its adjacent edges such that
for two nodes that are strongly connected, the flow of the weight score of one node will be higher
than the other node. The final weight of a node is not only based on its contextual semantics with
the initial lexicon of seed words but also its co-occurrence with the seed words.

To identify the most relevant words for expansion of the initial set of lexical units, we apply
a modified PageRank algorithm [31] on the weighted undirected graph G with initial weights on
both the nodes and edges. The importance score of a word is updated as follows:

V′
(wi ) =

1 − d
N

+ C
∑

w j ∈Ad j (wi )

E (w j ,wi ) ×V (w j )

|Adj (w j ) |
, (9)

where V′
(w ) represents the updated score of w ∈ W , d is a damping constant, C is a scaling

constant, N represents the total number of words (nodes) in the graph, andAdj (w j ) represents the
adjacent nodes of word w j . The damping constant d represents the probability of a random jump
from one node of the graph to another. The modified PageRank is applied to update the score of
each word until convergence. Finally, words are sorted based on their converged scores and we
select the highly ranked words for domain-specific keyword extraction.

3.4 KeyPhrase Extraction

We use the extracted keywords to construct multi-word keyphrases—bigrams and trigrams—to
expand the lexicon. Unlike existing works that typically extract bigram keyphrases based on the
co-occurrence of underlying pair of extracted keywords [43], we define a threshold to filter out
the keyphrases which might have occurred by chance.

Bigram Phrases: To filter out rare and insignificant bigrams, we define the Average Bigram Fre-

quency (ABF) threshold as the ratio of the sum of the frequency count of all the bigrams generated
from the corpus (excluding stopwords) to the number of bigrams, given as

ABF =

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

∑
b ∈Bd

fb/|Bd |
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (10)
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where Bd represents the set of all the bigram keyphrases generated from the corpus cd , and fb
represents the frequency of one of the bigram keyphrase b ∈ Bd . Finally, a bigram keyphrase b is
selected, if fb > ABF .

Trigram Phrases: We also extract trigram keyphrases based on the expanded lexicon of single
words. We first generate the list of candidate trigram keyphrases T from the corpus using a se-
quence of three words, such that the first and third words are connected by some stopword.7 For
example, in the preprocessed tweet—Dedicated to our warriors of Ghazwaehind, the set of candidate
trigram keyphrases contain only one keyphrase—{warriors of Ghazwaehind}. We also experimented
with the general trigram extraction approach of using all trigrams. However, we found that most
of the trigrams are not very useful and introduce noise, and using stopword connected trigrams
shows better performance. Finally, similar to the bigram thresholdABF , we also define a threshold
for trigram keyphrases called Average Trigram Frequency (ATF). Finally, DSKE selects a candidate
trigram keyphrase t ∈ T if it has matching first and third words in the expanded lexicon of single
words and its occurrence frequency ft > ATF .

3.5 Language-Agnostic Keyword Extraction Approach

The language dependency of a keyword/keyphrase extraction technique is based on the availabil-
ity of language parsers to select the potential candidate words in the initial phase of the extraction.
An approach is called language-agnostic if it does not require a language tool during the keyword
extraction process. We extend DSKE towards a language-agnostic domain-specific keyword extrac-
tion approach called LA-DSKE, which can be useful for languages with deficient language parsing
tools. LA-DSKE does not require a language parsing tool for candidate word extraction, however,
it has one extra component for irrelevant and stopword identification, as detailed below.

3.5.1 Global Stopword Index. In existing state-of-the-art approaches, noun and adjective words
are generally considered as informative words that make up the candidate words. LA-DSKE fol-
lows the intuition that if we can identify the list of irrelevant words from a corpus, then its com-
plement will represent the candidate words. Stopwords and other irrelevant words occur in every
corpus irrespective of the domain of a corpus and do not bear information regarding the domain
knowledge.

LA-DSKE curates a list of stopwords using a statistical filter from a corpora. Like the termhood-
index [37], we first define a statistical index called normalized stopword index based on the intuition
that a stop or irrelevant word frequently occurs in every corpus irrespective of the domain. More-
over, it is defined using the ranking of words rather than their absolute frequency. The normalized

stopword index NCi
(w ), of a word w in a corpus Ci is calculated as

NCi
(w ) =

rCi
(w )

|VCi
| , (11)

where rCi
(w ) represents the rank of w in Ci . If VCi

denotes the vocabulary for corpus Ci , then
rCi

(w ) is equal to |VCi
| for the most frequent word, |VCi

|−1 for the second most frequent word
and so on, such that for least frequent word rCi

(w ) = 1. The rank of a word is divided by the
vocabulary size to normalize its value in the interval (0, 1] and to avoid the effect of corpus size.
For a stopword, if the value of N is calculated over multiple corpuses then its value will be high
across the corpora. In contrast, the normalized stopword index value for relevant and content-
bearing words will be high within the corpuses of their respective domain, and low in contrasting

7We use the stopwords maintained by nltk.
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Fig. 1. N value of example words over five datsets. Details of the datasets are given in Section 4.

corpuses. For example, Figure 1 shows N values of a sample of four stopwords and four hate-
bearing words. We can observe that theNCi

(w ) values of the four stopwords (he, of, and, the) are
almost 1 and identical in all the five datasets. In contrast, values of the four hate-bearing words are
comparable to stopwords in the first and third datasets because they are hate-bounded datasets
but significantly lower for the remaining three datasets (even 0 in a few cases due to the absence
of that word in the underlying dataset).

To incorporate the variation in the normalized stopword index value of a word across the cor-
puses and further favor a word having lower variation, we define the global stopword index for
word w . Given a set of corpuses C = {C1,C2, . . .}, in order to determine the global stopword in-
dex Gw of a word w , it is first ranked across each corpus Ci to compute the weighted normalized

stopword index, with the weight given as the inverse of the adjustment factor δw that incorporates
the deviation in the average ranking ofw around the maximum ranking across the corpuses in an
incremental manner, given as follows:

Gw =

|C |∑
i=1

NCi
(w ) × 1

δw
, (12)

δw =

|C |∑
i=1



�


�

∑i
j=1NCj

(w )

i
�

−max

{NC1 (w ), . . . ,NCi
(w )
}�

, (13)

where δw is the adjustment factor incorporating the variation in the N values of the word. For
example, if C has five corpuses, then to compute the global index value for each word, we start
with two corpuses to find the average and maximum of N values, respectively, and compute the
difference of these two values. Furthermove, we add a new dataset, compute the average and max-
imum of N values in three corpuses and again the difference between the two. We repeat this
process to compute the difference until all the datasets are added. Finally, all the differences are
added to compute the adjustment factor.

Rather than defining the adjustment factor as a simple average-based deviation, we define it in-
crementally because average-based deviation cannot incorporate the impact of individual datasets
on the deviation. Due to increment-based deviation, for a fluctuating set of values, the adjustment
factor δw will be higher in comparison to the average-based deviation for content-bearing words,
accordingly Gw will be low. On the other hand, for stop and irrelevant words having similar val-
ues across the corpuses, δw will be low and accordingly Gw will be high. Finally, when Gw values
are sorted, stopwords will be among the top of the sorted list, content-bearing words frequently
occurring in certain domain-specific corpuses will be generally in the middle of the sorted list, and
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Table 3. Global Stopword Index Value of Example
Words Over Multiple Datasets

#Dataset

Global Stopword Index (G)

Stopword Content-bearing Words

he of and the hate idiot bad hell

2 35.06 1,881.04 2,186.681 27,024 1.0 24.48 72.80 16.74

3 20.64 546.637 853.47 10,063.69 0.79 14.82 36.91 9.93

4 15.69 342.57 520.19 4,568.57 0.64 2.17 13.62 6.57

5 11.76 262.01 361.55 2,257.01 0.45 0.77 2.69 4.66

6 9.77 208.65 278.33 1,451.02 0.39 0.38 1.50 2.64

very rarely occurring words will be in tail end of the sorted list. Table 3 presents the Gw values for
four content bearing and four stopwords when a dataset is added to the corporaC . We can observe
that the Gw value for content-bearing words is very low in comparison to stop-words. Another
interesting observation is that initially (i.e., for two datasets), the Gw value of some stop-words
is equivalent to the content-bearing words. However, as the number of datasets is added into C ,
the difference in the Gw value of stop and content-bearing words widens due to the deviation and
adjustment factor. We also analyzed the impact of the order of corpuses and found that it has an
insignificant affect on the value of the adjustment factor.

3.5.2 Stopwords and Candidate Words Selection. Following the calculation of Gw for each word
of the corpus, we generate a list of stopwords. We analyzed the distribution of Gw for annotated
keywords and found that most of the stopwords are ranked at the top of the list as expected. We
rank the words based on their Gw value and select the top 1% as the final set of stopwords, and
all the remaining words are treated as candidate words.8 Finally, we model the identified words
as a word co-occurrence graph and apply the modified PageRank method to rank and select the
domain-specific keywords (as defined in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively).

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

We evaluate DSKE over both informal and formal text to establish its efficacy. However, our main
focus is on informal social media content from Twitter. The informal text comprises two main
datasets—D1 and D2, which are used to create five different subsets. The D1 data is a benchmark
dataset of 80,000 tweets related to three categories of offensive language—hateful, spam, and abu-

sive [26]. It also includes normal tweets. Since the authors of D1 have released only tweet ids
due to privacy, we crawled Twitter data and collected 64,963 tweets and their related metadata
information to construct the dataset D1 (15,037 of the originally listed tweet ids were suspended
or deleted).

For qualitative evaluation, we randomly select 1,000 tweets each from hateful, spam, and abusive

categories, and these subsets are denoted as Dh , Ds , and Da , respectively. The reason to select a
smaller subset is that it is extremely hard to manually determine the ground truth keywords for
the full set of 64,963 tweets; instead, we perform evaluation over the random set of 1,000 tweets
from each category. We also show results on the subsets of randomly selected 500 tweets.

8We also experimented with top 2% and 3%, but 1% worked the best since relevant keywords are generally ranked higher

in the ranking list. Whereas some relevant keywords are also present at lower ranks, the majority of low ranked words are

irrelevant.
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Table 4. Dataset Statistics of D2

Dataset Keyphrases for crawling #tweets retrieved #unique tweets

Khalistan movement free Khalistan, Referendum2020,
KhalistanMovement, #freedomofkhalistan,
Khalistan2020, SikhHardliners,
FreeJaggiNow

27,779 3,888

Kashmir terrorism time for jihad, Call for Jihad, Gazwa e
Hindh, jihad for kashmir, kashmir
mujahideen, Ghazwaehind, mujahidin
zindabad

5,717 560

We use Natural Language Understanding9 (NLU) to extract the initial set of candidate key-
words because it is a state-of-the-art tool for keywords extraction. As a result, we obtain 286,343,
and 264 keywords, respectively, for the three datasets. Furthermore, to filter out useless and unim-
portant keywords, we use human annotators to label the ground truth keywords. In this direction,
we asked five annotators to rate the extracted hateful, spam, and abusive keywords on an 11-point
scale from 0 to 10, where a keyword is assigned 0 when the annotator is 100% confident that the
keyword does not belong to a particular category, and it is assigned 10 when the annotator is 100%
confident that the keyword belongs to a particular category. The five annotators were doctoral
students of our lab working in the field of OSN analysis, and who are well aware of hateful, abu-

sive, and spam language problems in social media. We take more annotators to limit the biasness
in ground truth labels. Finally, we take the average of the rating scores of the five annotators and
label a keyword as hateful, spam, or abusive if the average rating score is greater than half of the
scale range, that is 5. Following this process, we obtain an annotated set of 72 hate words (Ah ), 128
spam words (As ), and 99 abusive words (Aa ).

To further evaluate DSKE, we crawled another dataset D2 of Tweets, based on 14 radical
keyphrases related to Khalistan and Kashmir movements inciting inter-religious conflict. In the
South Asian region, Kashmir and Khalistan issues are the prime reason of conflict between two
nuclear powers and accordingly, the main source of youth radicalization and extremist content in
online social media.10 Following the revocation of Article 370 in the Indian state of Jammu and Kash-
mir, there was a rampage of radical tweets from both India and Pakistan. We crawled the dataset
related to the Khalistan movement and terrorism in Kashmir using Twitter stream API based on 14
keyphrases, such as call for jihad, time for jihad, free Khalistan. The complete list of keyphrases is
given in the second column of Table 4. During the period from 5th August 2019 to 28th August 2019,
we crawled a total of 33,496 tweets out of which 27,779 were related to Khalistan movement and
5,717 were Kashmir related tweets. After removing duplicate tweets, we obtain the second dataset
D2, comprising 4,448 tweets (3,888 tweets were related to Khalistan movement and 560 tweets were
related to Kashmir). We trained 100-dimensional embedding vectors on D2 as discussed above and
randomly select 1,000 tweets from the set of Khalistan movement-related tweets called Dkh and
all the 560 tweets from the set of Kashmir related jihad inciting tweets represented as Dka . Next,
using human annotation, we extracted 57 and 84 keywords for Khalistan and Kashmir, denoted as
Akh and Aka , respectively.

DSKE is evaluated over these five datasets Dh , Da , Ds , Dkh , and Dka created from D1 and D2.
Brief statistics of D2, including the list of keyphrases used for data crawling, are given in Table 4,
whereas Table 5 presents the statistics of the five evaluation datasets. DSKE is evaluated using
three standard evaluation metrics—precision, recall, and F-score at K . Precision at K , denoted P@K ,

9https://www.ibm.com/in-en/cloud/watson-natural-language-understanding.
10https://www.orfonline.org/expert-speak/42391-cyber-jihad-biggest-challenge-kashmir/.
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Table 5. Statistics of Five Datasets Used for Evaluation

Benchmark dataset D1 Crawled dataset D2

Category Abusive Hateful Spam Normal Total Khalistan Kashmir Total

(Da ) (Dh ) (Ds ) (Dn ) (Dkh ) (Dka )

#tweets 12,878 2,740 9,048 40,297 64,963 3,888 560 4,448

#evaluation tweets 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 4,000 1,000 560 1,560

represents the fraction of correctly identified words from the set of topK extracted words, whereas
recall at K , R@K , represents the fraction of correctly identified words with respect to the set of
manually annotated words. Finally, F-score at K denoted F@K , is the harmonic mean of P@K and
R@K. In the experimental evaluation, we set the value of damping and scaling constants – d and
C at 0.85 and 0.95, respectively [13, 31].

Instead of using the pre-trained word embeddings, we use word2vec [44] to train the embed-
dings from scratch due to two main reasons: (1) Tweets differ substantially from the corpus used
to pre-train the word2vec embeddings, and (2) training from scratch allows us to better incorpo-
rate the local contextual information. For training word2vec on tweets, we set the window and
min_count parameters as 5 and 1, respectively, where window represents the maximum distance
between a target and context words and min_count is a threshold such that words having occur-
rence count lower than this threshold are filtered. We learn 100 dimensional embeddings of words
from D1 to incorporate local contexts. The learning was performed on a Linux machine having 16
GB RAM and 500 GB hard disk using Intel Xeon processor. The source code for DSKE and datasets
are available at https://github.com/iammohdfazil/DSKE.

4.1 Comparative Evaluation

DSKE is compared with three baselines methods, two contrasting corpora-based approaches
[37, 49], six graph-based approaches [8, 24, 43, 53, 55] and one deep learning-based approach [66].
We implemented all the baseline and state-of-the-art approaches that are briefly described below.

Frequency: This baseline approach extracts and ranks the words based on their frequency
count in the text corpus.

tf-idf: This baseline ranks and selects words based on their tf-idf value in the corpus.
Embedding: Instead of using pre-trained word embeddings, the word2vec [44] method is used

to train the embeddings. A detailed description of the embedding training is given in the last
paragraph of Section 4. This baseline calculates the embedding-based similarity of words
with the lexicon of seed words to extract the top-ranked contextually similar domain-specific
words.

TDS [49]: The term domain specificity (TDS) observes the relevance of a term within a
domain-specific corpus. It is the ratio of the occurrence probability of a term t in a domain-
specific corpus cd to the occurrence probability of t in a generic corpus cд defined as

tds (t ) =
pd (t )

pд (t )
=
tf d (t )/Nd

tf д (t )/Nд
, (14)

where pd (t ) and pд (t ) represent the probability of occurrence of term t in cd and cд ,
respectively.

TH [37]: The termhood (TH) index is based on the idea that a term specific to a domain will
occur frequently in the domain-specific corpus compared to another corpus. Unlike TDS
which considers the absolute frequency of a term, the TH index considers the term’s rank in
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the corpus vocabulary as defined below:

th(t ) =
rd (t )

|Vd |
−
rд (t )

|Vд |
, (15)

where |Vd | is the vocabulary size of the domain-specific corpus cd , and rd (t ) represents the
rank of term t in cd which is equal to |Vd | for the most frequent term, and |Vd | − 1 for the
second most frequent term, and so on.

RAKE [53]: This is an unsupervised and language-independent method for extracting key-
words from a document. Based on a set of stopwords, phrase delimiters, and word delimiters,
RAKE partitions a document to generate the list of candidate words. Furthermore, a word
co-occurrence graph is constructed and a metric based on frequency and degree is defined
and computed for each word. Further, a score is assigned to each keyword as the sum of the
scores of each constituent word of the keyword. Finally, keywords are sorted based on the
computed score and top-ranked keywords are selected as the final keywords.

TextRank [43]: This approach first identifies the nouns and adjectives as candidate words and
models them as a word co-occurrence graph. Furthermore, PageRank is applied on the graph
to rank and select the relevant keywords. TextRank can be applied to directed/undirected,
or weighted/unweighted graphs.

Corpus-Independent [63]: Like [43], this article also considers only nouns and adjectives as
the candidate words and models them as a weighted graph. It uses embedding and local sta-
tistics to compute informativeness and phraseness of a word/phrase. Furthermore, these two
measures are used to calculate the attraction score between the pairs of words/phrases, repre-
senting the edge weight between them. Finally, biased PageRank is applied on the weighted
graph and high-ranked words are considered as keyphrases.

PositionRank [24]: This method exploits the positions of a word’s occurrences, as well as
its frequency, which are used within a biased PageRank method to rank and select the most
relevant keywords from a corpus.

CNW [8]: This method models the corpus words as a graph and defines various structure-
based metrics, such as distance from central node, selectivity centrality, and degree centrality.
It also includes position of a word within a sentence and neighbor-based importance to assign
initial weights to words. Furthermore, the bias PageRank is applied to rank and select the
keywords.

SARNA [55]: This method generates an expanded set of domain-specific keywords from an
initial set of seed words. It first constructs a conditional probability-based directed word
co-occurrence graph consisting of some seed words. Further, it uses chi-square based signif-
icance analysis to filter the statistically insignificant edges. Finally, words adjacent to seed
words are selected as keywords. It neither uses any initial node score nor graph-based rank-
ing to rank nodes.

TC-LSTM [66]: This is a deep neural network-based approach for keywords extraction. It
uses a target center-based LSTM model to learn the representation of a target word using its
contextual information in both forward and backward directions. It further applies an atten-
tion mechanism to assign higher weights to important words before passing them through
a dense network for the classification task.

Table 6 presents the performance evaluation results of DSKE in terms of all the three evaluation
metrics in comparison to the baseline and state-of-the-art approaches over the five datasets. In
the experimental evaluation of DSKE and comparative approaches, we used a random sample of
1,000 tweets from the normal category (Dn ) of benchmark datasetD1 as the contrasting corpus. We
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Table 6. Comparative Performance Evaluation of DSKE with 11 Baseline and State-of-the-art
Approaches Over Five Datasets Using an Initial Lexicon of 3 Seed Words

Approach

Datasets

Dh Ds Da Dkh Dka

P@80 R@80 F@80 P@80 R@80 F@80 P@80 R@80 F@80 P@80 R@80 F@80 P@80 R@80 F@80

Frequency 0.163 0.181 0.171 0.150 0.094 0.115 0.163 0.133 0.146 0.225 0.40 0.288 0.238 0.226 0.232

tf-idf 0.063 0.069 0.066 0.238 0.148 0.183 0.138 0.112 0.124 0.025 0.044 0.032 0.038 0.036 0.037

Embedding 0.075 0.083 0.079 0.113 0.070 0.086 0.325 0.265 0.292 0.238 0.422 0.304 0.363 0.345 0.354

TDS [49] 0.150 0.167 0.158 0.325 0.203 0.250 0.025 0.020 0.022 0.075 0.133 0.096 0.10 0.095 0.098

TH [37] 0.163 0.181 0.171 0.149 0.085 0.108 0.163 0.133 0.146 0.057 0.067 0.061 0.100 0.071 0.083

RAKE [53] 0.038 0.042 0.040 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.063 0.058 0.059 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.225 0.214 0.219

TextRank [43] 0.238 0.264 0.250 0.30 0.188 0.231 0.325 0.265 0.292 0.275 0.489 0.352 0.30 0.288 0.293

Corpus-Ind. [63] 0.032 0.034 0.036 0.188 0.118 0.147 0.118 0.102 0.106 0.313 0.535 0.397 0.05 0.041 0.036

PositionRank [24] 0.225 0.250 0.237 0.413 0.258 0.317 0.288 0.235 0.258 0.288 0.511 0.368 0.325 0.310 0.317

CNW [8] 0.30 0.333 0.316 0.575 0.359 0.442 0.325 0.265 0.292 0.338 0.60 0.432 0.350 0.333 0.341

SARNA [55] 0.256 0.153 0.191 0.326 0.145 0.191 0.013 0.010 0.011 0.235 0.093 0.125 0.272 0.104 0.141

TC-LSTM [66] 0.325 0.362 0.342 0.537 0.336 0.413 0.40 0.323 0.358 0.363 0.644 0.464 0.438 0.416 0.427

DSKE 0.338 0.375 0.355 0.725 0.453 0.558 0.488 0.398 0.438 0.425 0.756 0.544 0.513 0.488 0.499

The bold entries in these tables represent the best performance evaluation result values among the various methods

analyzed therein.

can observe that DSKE outperforms all the methods. The contrasting corpora-based approaches
(TDS and TH) show the worst performance, whereas graph-based approaches show better per-
formance, except RAKE and Corpus-Independent. One interesting observation is that among the
three baseline approaches—Frequency, tf-idf and Embedding—the keywords extracted using Em-
bedding outperform the other two over the three datasets Da , Dkh , and Dka . On these datasets,
Embedding is also competitive with the graph-based approaches. The embedding-based baseline
only finds the sum of the similarity between the set of seed words and candidate words, and further
ranks the words based on this similarity. The moderate performance of embedding-based baseline
points to the overall strength of DSKE, which uses semantic similarity based on the distributional
representation of words as one of the metrics of association between the corpus words and the
initial set of seed words.

We examine the comparative performance evaluation of DSKE with other graph-based ap-
proaches because it is also a graph ranking-based approach. Among the graph-based approaches,
RAKE consistently performs poorly over all the five datasets. It is because RAKE ranks a word
based on three metrics—(i) degree, (ii) frequency, and (iii) ratio of degree and frequency, wherein
degree favor words that occur in longer keyphrases that are generally not used in informal con-
tent like OSN text. However, it performs considerably well on formal texts, as shown in Table 12
because formal text generally contains large keyphrases in comparison to informal texts. Corpus-
Independent also shows poor performance except forDkh . The initial score of a node in the Corpus-
Independent approach is assigned based on informativeness and phraseness, wherein pharseness

measures the phrase formation probability of a word with other words. As discussed above, in-
formal texts generally do not contain large phrases; therefore, it performs considerably poorly.
However, it shows better performance on format texts. On the other hand, the collective node
weight-based approach CNW performs well. We also performed a comparative evaluation with
a deep learning approach TC-LSTM, which performs better in comparison to other approaches.
However, CNW and TC-LSTM both have lower performance compared to DSKE, which also out-
performs the only other domain-specific keyword extraction approach SARNA by up to 40 points
in terms of precision atK@80 (e.g., forDs ), up to 66 points in terms of recall atK@80 (e.g., forDkh ),
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Table 7. Performance Evaluation Results Over the
Five Datasets Each Containing 1,000 Tweets
Considering Initial Lexicon of 3 Seed Words

Evaluation metric
Dataset D1 Dataset D2

Dh Ds Da Dkh Dka

P@80 0.338 0.725 0.488 0.425 0.513

R@80 0.375 0.453 0.398 0.756 0.488

F@80 0.355 0.558 0.438 0.544 0.499

The bold entries in these tables represent the best

performance evaluation result values among the various

methods analyzed therein.

and up to 42 points in terms of f-score at K@80 (e.g., Dkh ). Among the other approaches, CNW
performs best because it was applied to extract keywords from social media texts, and accordingly
the authors designed appropriate graph-based metrics to assign initial weight to nodes. Though
it also performs well over formal texts in terms of precision, it shows poor performance in terms
of F-score in comparison to other approaches that are specifically designed for keyword extrac-
tion from formal texts. The other keyword extraction approaches like TextRank and PositionRank
also show reasonable performance, but they are not comparable to DSKE. This is because these
approaches are targeted for formal texts wherein metrics used to assign initial node weight do
not consider contextual semantics. These comparative evaluation results conclusively show that
DSKE outperforms state-of-the-art approaches by a big margin across the informal social media
text datasets, showing the effectiveness of combining both the local embedding based contextual
semantics and the global context from contrasting domain corpora.

4.2 DSKE Evaluation Results

We now evaluate the efficacy of DSKE at K = 40, 60, and 80. We utilize three initial seed words
(|L| = 3), and used a randomly chosen 1,000 normal tweets from D1 as the contrasting corpus C .

Table 7 shows the performance evaluation results at K = 80 over the five datasets with each
(except Dka ) having 1,000 tweets; the Kashmir dataset Dka has only 560 tweets. We can observe
that in terms of P@80, the performance of DSKE does not seem encouraging over the hate dataset.
This is because the extracted set has many words like nazi, muslim, black that are contextually
used in hateful tweets but they were labeled by the annotators as non-hatred words. Additionally,
many words like terrorism, russia, gay, which are subject to hatred in certain contexts were not
extracted by the NLU, and these are missing from the annotated set of words. In the table, values
in bold typeface represent the best performance for that metric among all the five datasets.

For better understanding, the top-60 keywords identified by DSKE over the five datasets are
shown in Table 8. Words in bold represent the correctly retrieved words by DSKE. In terms of
P@80, DSKE performs the best on the spam dataset Ds because it has the highest number of
manually annotated ground truth keywords, eventually increasing the precision and hampering
the recall. On the other hand, in terms of R@80, DSKE performs best over the Khalistan dataset
Dkh , as shown in the second row of Table 7. This is because the Khalistan dataset has the lowest
number of manually annotated ground truth keywords, and eventually, the highest recall. The
comparative performance of DSKE over the different values of K = 80, 60, and 40 over the five
evaluation datasets is summarized in Figure 2. It can be observed that as we take fewer top-ranked
keywords for lexicon generation, precision increases sharply, whereas recall degrades as expected,
resulting in lower F-scores as K decreases.
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Table 8. Top-60 Keywords Over the 5 Datasets Using an Initial Lexicon of 3 Seed Words

Dataset

Hate (Dh ) Spam (Ds ) Abusive (Da ) Khalistan (Dkh ) Kashmir (Dka )

Seed Words

nigga, fuck, bitch free, click, show fuck, idiot, ass khalistan2020, sikh, freejagginow kashmir, jihad, ghazwaehind

Extracted Words

idiot, nigga, bitch,
people, hell, ass, bad,
trump, disgusting,
stupid, hate, ugly,
fuck, sick, man, retard,
woman, tired, country,
evil, time, syria, day,
girl, isis, potus, bloody,
attack, crazy, damn,
thing, feminist,
parissaxo, everyone, life,
iraq, friend, hoe, nasty,
god, black, bastard,
president, way, muslim,
anyone, nazi, religion,
word, obama,
republican, tweet, one,
gay, today, htt, war,
terrorism, russia, job

new, free, video,
youtube, thank,
today, melon, day,
game, ebay, available,
sale, event, home,
people, news, set, time,
app, april, great, book,
card, store, black,
chance, link, website,
show, car, night, fuck,
weekend, man, girl,
first, shoe, movie,
amazon, job, size,
winner, giveaway,
month, visit, good,
daily, season, thing,
pic, white, red, case,
look, business, code,
ticket, full, music, way

idiot, fucking, ass,
bitch, bad, stupid,
ugly, sick, fuck,
people, hell, day,
trump, fuckin, nasty,
look, evil, man, way,
damn, thing, time,
hate, jesus, terrify,
hoe, bloody,
annoying, get, today,
guy, disgusting, shit,
insane, world,
andyrichter, sequel, bag,
retard, someone, nigga,
syria, obama, girl,
everything, awful,
asshole, one, state,
show, everyone, shitty,
dick, video, school,
anyone, terrible,
something, friend,
country

world, referendum2020, hindustan,
freekashmir, khalistan, kashmiris,
kashmiri, august, government, modi,
freedom, movement, voice,
imrankhanpti, rsrobin1, turn, one,
majorgauravarya, british, right,
khalistan2020, free, country,
terrorist, sikh, case, brother, johal,
state, jagtar, pakistan,
kashmirbanaygapakistan,
independence, people, same,
kashmirunderthreat, muslim,
kashmir, geeta_mohan, citizen,
other, guru, narendramodi, army,
nagaland, day, time,
kashmirkhalistan_ajointcall,
kashmirwantsfreedom,
referendum, india, flag, trial,
freejagginow, punjab, borisjohnson,
community, singh, hindu, indian

ghazwaehind, muslim, kashmir,
time, jihad, india, pakistan, indian,
army, officialdgispr, allah,
kashmirhamarahai,
zaidzamanhamid, war,
imrankhanpti, ready, world, islam,
pak, good, savekashmirso, zionist,
kashmiri, modi, people, year, right,
kashmirbleed, solution,
peaceforchange, final, article370,
pakistani, rss, standwithkashmir,
turkey, hindu, pid_gov, full, taliban,
decision, rahulgandhi, force, nation,
amitshah,
savekashmirforhumanity, old,
politician, reason, quran, battle, cnn,
kufr, sir, thing, wrong, democracy,
kaffir, fawadchaudhry, allahuackber

Bold indicates correctly identified keywords. (Disclaimer: offensive words, while abhorrent, are presented as is,

without filtering.)

Table 9. Extraction Statistics of Bigram and Trigram Keyphrases

Dataset
Bigram Trigram

#Keyphrase #Correct keyphrase Precision #Keyphrase #Correct keyphrase Precision

Hate (Dh ) 30 18 60.00 16 12 75.00

Spam (Ds ) 66 36 54.54 14 12 85.71

Abusive (Da ) 98 86 87.75 33 21 63.63

Khalistan (Dkh ) 90 41 45.55 26 18 69.23

Kashmir (Dka ) 35 10 28.57 12 8 66.67

The bold entries in these tables represent the best performance evaluation result values among the

various methods analyzed therein.

Fig. 2. Performance evaluation results for different values of K over the five datasets, for K = 80, 60, 40.

4.2.1 Keyphrase Results. This section presents the performance evaluation results of DSKE
for extraction of bigram and trigram keyphrases. Firstly, we extracted the bigram and trigram

keyphrases using the approach discussed in Section 3.4. The extracted keyphrases are further man-
ually labeled by five annotators using the same aforesaid approach that was adopted for single
words. For the five datasets, Dh ,Ds ,Da ,Dkh , and Dka , DSKE extracts 30, 66, 98, 90, and 35 bigram
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Table 10. List of 20 Bigram Keyphrases Extracted Using DSKE Over Five Datasets

Hate (Dh ) Spam (Ds ) Abusive (Da ) Khalistan (Dkh ) Kashmir (Dka )

idiot trump, stupid

idiot, idiot woman,
nigga bitch, ass nigga,
fuck nigga, nigga

stupid, nigga hate,
ugly nigga, nigga tired,
ass bitch, bitch ass,
bad bitch, ass people,
hate people, people hate,
black people, bad ass,
stupid ass, ugly ass

new app, new video,
new set, free today, free

game, free download,
youtube video, music

video, video today, set
today, day thank, win

daily, ebay store, sale
today, online store,
business people, great
time, app store,
amazon music, online

business

stupid idiot, idiot world,
ugly fuck, sick fuck,
bad everything, damn

stupid, stupid people,
fuckin stupid,
something awful, fuckin

annoying, shit nasty,
stupid shit, hate anyone,
nasty friend, annoying

ass, bloody hell, evil

shit, one thing, hoe shit,
disgusting asshole

khalistan khalistan2020, kashmir

khalistan2020, khalistan2020

kashmirwantsfreedom, pakistan

khalistan2020, majorgauravarya
imrankhanpti, free khalistan2020, jagtar

singh, freekashmir khalistan2020,
support referendum, freedom freekashmir,
khalistan2020 movement,
zaidzamanhamid pakistan, support

khalistan2020, khalistan sikh, free

khalistan, khalistan referendum, sikh
people, punjab india, freekashmir

kashmirkhalistan_ajointcall, hindu india

kashmir ghazwaehind, pakistan

ghazwaehind, pakistan india,
kashmirhamarahai ghazwaehind,
kashmir jihad, ghazwaehind

standwithkashmir, muslim world,
muslim kashmiri, pakistan kashmir, right
time, rss india, pakistan turkey, pakistan
taliban, jihad ghazwaehind,
peaceforchange officialdgispr, article370
kashmirhamarahai, kashmirhamarahai

standwithkashmir, modi rss, final
solution, final battle

Bold indicates correctly identified keyphrases. (Disclaimer: offensive words, while abhorrent, are presented as is,

without filtering.)

Table 11. Trigram Keyphrases Extracted Using DSKE Over Five Datasets

Hate (Dh ) Spam (Ds ) Abusive (Da ) Khalistan (Dkh ) Kashmir (Dka )

trump an idiot, fuck

that nigga, hate this

nigga, hate a nigga,
nigga just tired, nigga

is crazy, bitch i hate,
hell these people,
people are disgusting,
hate when people,
nazi is bad, ugly as

hell, crazy as hell,
god i hate, hate the

way, sick and tired,
iraq and syria, syria
or iraq

new on ebay, win

a new, win the

new, win a free,
movie for free,
online for free,
download the

free, win a set,
today and people,
win a home,
download the

app, chance to

win, giveaway to

win, win an

amazon

fuck that bitch, bad as fuck, fuck this

stupid, stupid as fuck, ugly as fuck,
sick as fuck, fuck i hate, annoying as

fuck, fuck that shit, fuck that guy,
bitch so bad, thing a bitch, bitch i

hate, hate you bitch, ass so bad, bad as

hell, stupid as hell, ugly as hell, sick of
people, people are sick, damn i hate,
annoying as hell, hate when people,
people are disgusting, trump after show,
one this day, nasty as shit, man i hate,
thing i hate, hate this nigga, hate the

world, hate my mom, hate this school,
nigga have one, shit in school, show the
world

sikh for khalistan2020, kashmir and

khalistan2020, khalistan2020 with kashmir,
khalistan2020 and freekashmir, people of
khalistan2020, same for khalistan2020, khalistan

and kashmir, kashmir and khalistan, khalistan
from indian, freedom of khalistan, freedom for

khalistan, and other khalistan, khalistan and

kashmiris, movement of khalistan, community

in khalistan, india and indian, india then pakistan,
india is terrorist, government of india, kashmiri and

sikh, pakistan on kashmir, kashmir and punjab,
kashmir and free, people of kashmir, time for
pakistan, pakistan should support, the same time, one
for freedom, flag on august, flag before august, same
with kashmiris, voice of nagaland

time for

ghazwaehind, time

to ghazwaehind,
ready for

ghazwaehind, jihad

for kashmir, kashmir
those people, time for

jihad, jihad against

india, ready for

jihad, people of
pakistan, war on

islam, right of
decision, wrong or
right, democracy is

kufr

Bold indicates correctly identified keyphrases. (Disclaimer: offensive words, while abhorrent, are presented as is,

without filtering.)

keyphrases, respectively (see the statistics given in the second column of Table 9). The third and
fourth columns represent the number of correctly identified bigram keyphrases and the respective
precision values. It can be observed from the first four columns that DSKE extracts not only the
highest number of bigram keyphrases for abusive content but also the highest percentage of correct
keyphrases. On the other hand, Kashmir-related bigram keyphrases show the worst performance.
Table 10 shows the list of 20 bigram kephrases extracted by DSKE from the five datasets.

Similarly, we applied DSKE for trigram keyphrases extraction, and the fifth, sixth, and seventh
columns of Table 9 present the underlying results. We can observe the DSKE is very effective
in extracting trigram keyphrases, especially on the spam dataset Ds (85.71% precision). Table 11
shows the extracted trigram keyphrases, wherein trigrams in bold typeface represent the correctly
extracted ones. DSKE performs very well on all the five datasets.

4.3 Evaluation on Formal Texts

To further establish the efficacy of DSKE over formal text, we perform a comparative evaluation
of DSKE versus the baseline and other methods, over the widely used Hulth benchmark dataset
(Hulth [33]), which consists of 2,000 INSPEC abstracts of journal papers from Computer Science
and Information Technology. The dataset is divided into training, validation, and testing sets con-
taining 1,000, 500, and 500 abstracts, respectively. We evaluated DSKE over the validation set as
done in [43] using an initial set of 3 seed words. However, some existing approaches use the test
set. We select the top 3,400 keywords for DSKE and other approaches because it is close to the
annotated set which is 3,487, and the corresponding results are presented in Table 12. We can ob-
serve from the table that CNW performs best in terms of precision but has a very low recall value.
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Table 12. Comparative Performance
Evaluation of DSKE on Journal Abstracts

Approach
Huth Dataset

precision recall f-score

Frequency 0.5373 0.5239 0.5306

Tfidf 0.5376 0.5242 0.5309

Embedding 0.5841 0.5695 0.5767

TDS [49] 0.3903 0.0877 0.1433

TH [37] 0.4286 0.0069 0.0135

RAKE [53] 0.4359 0.4250 0.4304

TextRank [43] 0.5891 0.5744 0.5817

Corpus-Ind. [63] 0.4328 0.6496 0.5101

CNW [8] 0.7139 0.3378 0.4586

PositionRank [24] 0.6056 0.5905 0.5975

SARNA [55] 0.4732 0.0278 0.0525

TC-LSTM [66] 0.604 0.589 0.597

DSKE 0.6400 0.6240 0.6319

The bold entries in these tables represent the best

performance evaluation result values among the

various methods analyzed therein.

Similarly, TC-LSTM shows comparative performance, but DSKE outperforms it in term of all the
three metrics. The corpus-independent approach has lower precision but the highest recall. Nev-
ertheless, we can observe that DSKE performs best in terms of F-score, providing the best balance
between precision and recall.

It can be observed from Tables 6 and 12 that the performance of the DSKE is more significant over
the informal texts in comparison to the formal texts. In this regard, one interesting observation is
that DSKE significantly outperforms all approaches over social media text. This is mainly due to the
fact that formal texts are written using syntactic and semantic rules, and accordingly existing work
uses weight assignment metrics based on those rules. However, DSKE still performs considerably
better in terms of F-score.

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Impact of Seed Words on Evaluation Results. DSKE assigns the initial vertex score of words
based on their contextual semantics-based similarity with an initial set of seed words, which also
biases the identification of domain-specific lexical units. Therefore, we study the impact of the
number of seed words on the final set of domain-specific keywords by varying the number of
initial words from 1 to 6. Figure 3 presents the impact of the number of seed words on performance.
We observe lower performance when only 1 or 2 seed words are used to compute the initial vertex
score of candidate words. As we increase the number of seed words, the performance typically
improves. We can observe from Figures 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c) that generally performance stabilizes at
3 seed words that is why all the evaluations in this article use 3 seed words. Another interesting
observation is that along with the performance, the ranking of words also changes, as shown in
Figure 4, which shows how the ranking of four example words (“hate”, “bastard”, “video”, “ugly”)
changes as we vary the seed set size; while there is some change, it is not drastic.
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Fig. 3. Impact of number of seed words on three evaluation metrics over five datasets.

Fig. 4. Impact of number of seed words on the ranking of example words.

4.4.2 Impact of Embeddings on Evaluation Results. In DSKE, one way of incorporating the local
context of words is using their distributional representation in the form of word embeddings. As
noted before, we trained the word embeddings from scratch. We also evaluate the efficacy of pre-
trained and locally-trained embeddings. Since GloVe [50] has pre-trained embeddings from Twitter,
we compare our locally-trained embeddings with the GloVe embeddings of 100 dimensions on the
Twitter dataset.11 We did not use pre-trained word2vec embedding because unlike GloVe it does not
have any pre-trained embeddings on Twitter corpus. Table 13 shows the comparative evaluation
results. The last column of the table represents the loss/gain for GloVe; minus sign (-) represents
loss and (+) represents a gain in performance. We can observe that Glove embeddings perform
worse than our learned embeddings on three out of the five datasets; the performance is lower
on both precision and recall, and consequently also on F-score. In particular, the performance
degradation on Dkh and Dka can be attributed to the use of regional words and their contexts
in these two datasets. Although the words used in these two datasets are generic, in South Asia
following the Pulwama attack in 2019, which lead to high tension between India and Pakistan,
a number of these words acquired regional associations and contexts. For example, “jihad” in the
global context is generally used to address terrorism, however, in South Asia in the current scenario,
it is particularly used to radicalize youth on the Kashmir issue. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the
top-10 words most similar to “jihad” from trained and pre-trained embeddings, respectively. We
observe that “jihad” in our dataset is close to various regional words like “Pakistan”, “Kashmir”,

11https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/.
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Table 13. Performance Evaluation Results Over the Five Datasets:
Trained vs. Pre-Trained Embeddings

Dataset
Trained embeddings GloVe embeddings

Loss/Gain in F@80 for Glove
P@80 R@80 F@80 P@80 R@80 F@80

Dh 0.338 0.375 0.355 0.338 0.375 0.355 0.0

Ds 0.725 0.453 0.558 0.725 0.453 0.558 0.0

Da 0.488 0.398 0.438 0.463 0.374 0.412 −0.026

Dkh 0.425 0.756 0.544 0.407 0.725 0.518 −0.031

Dka 0.513 0.488 0.499 0.473 0.468 0.469 −0.030

The bold entries in these tables represent the best performance evaluation

result values among the various methods analyzed therein.

Table 14. Ablation Results for Different Components of DSKE Over Five Datasets

Approach

Datasets

Dh Ds Da Dkh Dka

P@80 R@80 F@80 P@80 R@80 F@80 P@80 R@80 F@80 P@80 R@80 F@80 P@80 R@80 F@80

DSKE 0.338 0.375 0.355 0.725 0.453 0.558 0.488 0.398 0.438 0.425 0.756 0.544 0.513 0.488 0.499

DSKE-S (w ) 0.263 0.292 0.276 0.663 0.414 0.509 0.413 0.333 0.369 0.350 0.622 0.448 0.413 0.393 0.402

DSKE-P (w ) 0.30 0.333 0.316 0.713 0.445 0.548 0.450 0.364 0.402 0.413 0.733 0.528 0.450 0.429 0.439

DSKE-D (w ) 0.325 0.361 0.349 0.725 0.453 0.558 0.450 0.364 0.402 0.375 0.667 0.480 0.463 0.440 0.451

Fig. 5. Scatter plot of the PCA projection of top-10 most similar words to “jihad” using trained and pre-trained
embeddings.

and “ghazwaehind”, whereas in the global context it is more similar to “terrorism”, “sharia”, and
“islamic”.

4.4.3 Ablation Study of DSKE Model Components. DSKE incorporates both local and global
contextual semantics using three components as discussed in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. We evaluate
the contribution of each of the three components through component ablation analysis, in which
a component is excluded from the vertex score assignment to observe its impact on lexicon gen-
eration. Table 14 shows the impact of each of the three components on lexicon generation. We
use -S (w ) to denote the case when we do not use embedding-based similarity. Similarly, -P (w )
and -D (w ) denote the exclusion of contextual proximity and domain relevance based similarity,
respectively. We can observe that embedding-based semantic similarity has the highest impact.
Contextual proximity has the next most impact, except on Dkh , where contrasting-corpora based
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Table 15. Top-30 Keywords on Dh Using General Purpose and
Domain-Specific Keyword Extraction Approaches

Hate (Dh )

General purpose Domain specific

new, muslim, msnbc, mad, place, bastard, thing,
bitch, good, world, islam, face, wrong, fuck, evil,
one, today, guy, way, trump, america, retard,
stupid, gay, russian, way, people, hell, friend, job

idiot, nigga, bitch, people, hell, ass, bad, trump,
disgusting, stupid, hate, ugly, fuck, sick, man,
retard, woman, tired, country, evil, time, syria, day,
girl, isis, potus, bloody, attack, crazy, damn

similarity has a high impact. Nevertheless, all three are important to obtain the best results for
the full approach that combines all three components. These results clearly indicate that word em-
beddings along with a small set of seed words can be used as an effective mechanism to bias the
ranking of domain-specific lexical units.

4.4.4 Domain-Specific vs. General Purpose Keyword Extraction. Domain-specific keyword ex-
traction is closely related to keyword extraction. In keyword/keyphrase extraction, relevant and
important keywords are extracted from a corpus without domain coherence, whereas domain-
specific extraction identifies relevant words from a corpus that conceptualize a specific domain
of interest. In DSKE, we bias the ranking of candidate words based on their similarity with the
initial lexicon of seed words. However, DSKE can easily be converted to a general purpose key-
word extraction approach by simply removing the seed word component, by setting L = ϕ and
assigning all the candidate words an initial weight of 1, which makes DSKE equivalent to Tex-
tRank. For example, Table 15 shows the list of top-30 keywords identified by the general purpose
and domain-specific DSKE over Dh . The general purpose approach extracts keywords like new,
muslim, and bastard, which are ranked lower in domain-specific DSKE. At the same time, a num-
ber of high ranked domain-specific keywords like stupid, people, and hell are ranked lower by the
general purpose approach. On analysis, we found that out of top-30 keywords extracted by both
general-purpose approach and DSKE only 8 are in common. Furthermore, the analysis of keywords
of the first column of Table 15 shows that though a few of them are hate-related keywords, overall
the extracted set of keywords do not clearly adhere to a particular domain of interest.

4.4.5 Statistical Significance Analysis. We also performed statistical significance analysis to an-
swer the question: Is the difference between the ranking scores of keywords and normal words
statistically significant? We performed an independent sample t-test on the five given datasets be-
cause keyword and normal words are independent sample sets. In independent sample t-test, null
and alternative hypothesis are expressed as follows:

H0:μ = μ0 (thetwopopulationmeansareequal ),

H1:μ � μ0 (thetwopopulationmeansarenotequal ),
(16)

whereH0 represents the null hypothesis with the assumption that there is no significant difference
in the population means of ranking scores of keywords and words, whereas the alternative hy-
pothesis H1 assumes that the means of ranking score of keywords and words differ. We performed
significance analysis at 5% level of significance and computed the value of p for each dataset which
is given in Table 16. On analysis, we found that the computed value of p is less than 0.05 for each
dataset, except Ds . Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected over the four datasets, and it can be
concluded that the mean of the ranking score for keywords and words over these four datasets
differ significantly. However, in the case of Ds , we do not have sufficient evidence to conclude that
the difference in ranking score between keywords and words is statistically significant, and we fail
to reject the null hypothesis.
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Table 16. p-value Over the Five Datasets

Dataset p-value H0 : μ = μ0

Dh 0.0015 Rejected
Ds 0.09 Fails to reject
Da 0.014 Rejected
Dkh 0.015 Rejected
Dka 0.002 Rejected

Table 17. Language-Agnostic Performance Evaluation Results Over the Five Datasets

Dataset
LA-DSKE DSKE Loss/Gain in F@80

for LA-DSKE

CNW [8] RAKE [53]

P@80 R@80 F@80 P@80 R@80 F@80 P@80 R@80 F@80 P@80 R@80 F@80

Dh 0.275 0.305 0.289 0.338 0.375 0.355 −0.066 0.30 0.333 0.316 0.038 0.042 0.040

Ds 0.588 0.367 0.452 0.725 0.453 0.558 −0.106 0.575 0.359 0.442 0.00 0.00 0.00

Da 0.350 0.286 0.315 0.488 0.398 0.438 −0.123 0.325 0.265 0.292 0.063 0.058 0.059

Dkh 0.363 0.644 0.464 0.425 0.756 0.544 −0.080 0.338 0.60 0.432 0.00 0.00 0.00

Dka 0.363 0.345 0.354 0.513 0.488 0.499 −0.145 0.350 0.333 0.341 0.225 0.214 0.219

Bold results show the best results among language-agnostic approaches.

4.5 Language-Agnostic Results for LA-DSKE

We now present the evaluation results and comparative study of LA-DSKE, the language-agnostic
variant of DSKE. We use the same set of five datasets—Dh , Ds , Da , Dkh , and Dka—and follow the
approach discussed in Section 3.5 to find the list of potential stopwords. In the stopword identi-
fication process, we use 1,000 tweets from each dataset (except Dka , which has 560 tweets). Fur-
thermore, tweets are tokenized and all the words excluding the identified stopwords are selected
as the candidate words. Thereafter, we apply the same approach as discussed in Sections 3.2 and
3.3 for keyword extraction using an initial set of 3 seed words. Table 17 presents the performance
evaluation results of LA-DSKE over the five datasets. In this table, the values in the eighth column
(Loos/Gain in F@80 for LA-DSKE) shows considerable gap in the performance of LA-DSKE in
comparison to the language-dependent version, i.e., DSKE, over Dka and Da . However, it performs
considerably better for the remaining three datasets. Considering the language-agnostic feature,
the performance of LA-DSKE is acceptable, and it can be a reasonably good solution for languages
lacking in terms of parsing tools.

Nevertheless, we need to compare LA-DSKE with other language-agnostic approaches to judge
its effectiveness. Therefore, we compare LA-DSKE with CNW [8] and RAKE [53] that are language-
agnostic. The last six columns of Table 17 show the results. It can be observed that LA-DSKE
outperforms both approaches (except in one case of Dh where CNW has the best performance).
The last three columns of this table show that RAKE performs poorly in comparison to LA-DSKE.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this article, we presented a graph-theoretic hybrid approach called DSKE, utilizing the strength
of distributional word representations and contrasting-domain corpus for domain-specific key-
word extraction from noisy social media text. Unlike existing approaches, the novelty of DSKE
lies in using the different measures of contextual semantics-based similarity between an initial
set of seed words and corpus words to compute the semantic association of the corpus words
with the target domain. DSKE is evaluated over both formal and informal text constituting six
different datasets and performs significantly better in comparison to baseline and state-of-the-art
approaches. We have also generated a lexicon of radical words used by the sympathizers of the
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Khalistan and Kashmir movements. Furthermore, we extended DSKE as a language-agnostic ap-
proach called LA-DSKE and show that it too performs better than state-of-the-art approaches. At
present, we are working to extend the lexicon of radical terms using DSKE, and to release that
for the research community. Furthermore, we aim at utilizing the generated lexicon to develop an
extremist and hate tweets classification system.
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